
Feb. 1, 1969 

Dear Harald, 

Enclosed are all the Archives had on Hunt and Rothennel. Their files 
aren't worth shit, since independently I located another page dealing with 
him which I sent you. These have already been sent to Rothermel so you 
don't need to waste paper and money and time. 

Here also are two copies of letters from theArchives which should be of 
some interest. They go with the other one I sent you last week, and hi&p 
better explain what they claim is in there. 

They claim to have nothing on Kara-patnitski, other than CD 1330, 
which I still can't find in my files, although I know I had it, since 
I'm sure I sent you a copy. 

Do you know of the color photos of the crowd outside the Texas 
Theater when Oswald was arrested? I have them from the Archives in 
8 X 10 size. There could be score interesting faces in them. They 
are pictures # 2 & 3 fran CD 577 and were taken by Stuart L. Reed. 
I am contacting him for prints fran the original negatives. These 
should all be blown up. There had to be someone in that crowd. 

Does Bernabei have anythigg on Malcolm X other than the Lomax 
book which is worthless compared to the Norden article in the Realist. 
I had a long telephone conversation with Wm. Worthy who can get $1 
million ($250 thouaand1 for . 4 years) to investigate it. He is running 
some checks on Bud before approaching him, I told him that Bud was 
of dubious allegiance and that the committee would probably not get 
off the ground. I recommended that he contact you, and told him that 
you might even send him a copy of the Miami tape. Worthy has written 
for Wsquire, Realist, Minority of Oneetc., but I don't know what 
to think of him. You will have to judge for yourself. 

Take care. 



2/5/69 

Dear Paul end Gary, 

Your respectuve letters of 2/3 and 2/1 received. Both hel
pfu 

Paul reminds he is willing to copy leer Gary's lest Archi
ves hatch end, 

cannot get almost done by weekend I might send what I haven't for him t 

I think, when Gary can (and this time circumstances mitigated against i 

should check with both of us before ordering for indicati
ons are he hes 

anted much, meaning wasted money that could hive gotten t
hings we do no 

Ix do recall some of what I have that I haven t yet carde
d end I have m 

it carded. For example, I was able to tell Berry Ernest n
ot to get meet 

Page on people we was going to look up because we hove teem. alth e few 

it does not pay, but with a large order, listless there is .a real crush, 

Gory should send us both lists first, so we can mark what
 we have and a 

Paul sent copy of NYT story on return pictures and X-rays
, 1 

I heve mislaid my file on this. 	is itemized as being return does n 

any numbers in any of the records, including the recent ones. I also hE 

Veebington star story on this. If either of you has any accounting othe 

that of the limes,"14 Xereyas  26 black end white negatives and 26 four-

five inch color transparencies", I'dt appreciate as soon 
es possible, f 

is typing away like mad in the few minutes she has with a
 more than fel 

job. If you will note what Graham says in this story, Pau
l, you will fl 

end the contemporaneous interpretation of whet wee sent t
o the Arch by 

the reasons are exactly my interpretations end not that of the Arch ens 

Gary, I have CD 1330 end will copy when I have cleaned up
 the is 

In your correspondence with Reed, seek to get his explanations 
of whet 

to his original film. As I recall, Hoover says lost and h
e copied copie 

those outeideoetheeter scenes are complete. I think it is not necessary 

assume "these had to be someone in that crowd". I agree it is worth et 

hovever, Ay own belief is that if anyone was there for su
ch an involver 

was to leave an exit doer open so it could be enteree fro
m the outside, 

done test, discretion should have removed him promptly. 

Correspondence with the Archives is important. I try to rert 

to send you both copies of all of Mine* They do establ
ish an important 

I spotted in the pasel report, which Paul now has and of 
which I'll tr: 

dig out a copy for cry to go with this, on peep 5#  be
tween the itemize 

(excuse the expression) of pictures and X-ray,, this; 
"All of the shoe 

listed in a memorendue of transfer, located in the Nation
al Archives, 

April 2e, 1965." I regard this as so important 1  phoned 4ohnson from N, 

and asked for a copy. I have twice since and got
ten no answer, no expl 

of delay, no indication (though I've asked) how this coul
d possibly be 

We have short heir here and should pal.' 1  heven'
t because while there 

slightest chance there may be a hearing before /edge Holl
eck Bud, who 

spotted separately, mould rather pull this as a surprise. However, I t 

would be good if Gary wrote Eokhoff asking, quoting words
 and nothing 

If he gets an answer, he might then refer to Eekhoff
ls 1/29, "We do no 

records of any other agencies concerning the investigatio
n of the ease 

tion exceet those that are among the records of the commi
ssion". This 

not We've been. Nor could the family-GSA contract. So there ere excepti 

I would much like to talk to Worthy (to whom another frie
nd 

just, strangely, spoken). I also have some Kist; material 
you have not 

that might interest him. If you are again in touch, exten
d mg invitati 

which includes a pad and access to everything. I do not know what else 

lass. Consider Lomax may have en importance 
throlgh his conFections, tt 

ate whet these can be. I think he was fed Gait stuff and I know he is 

LieJelar, if not a friend of his. 



Gary, it might be worth trying to learn what "Billie Wileiems" 
looks like, to see if he could have been one of those in May attendance on 
me out there. 

Dud mimeographed copies of all the medical statements air* used 
1117 and, not kneeing 1  hod Xeroxed copies ofre.e complete file for both of 

you, gave me copies for you, but they are in f,  very big stack I brought beck 
from N.0, end haven't had time to dig into, I jut spotted one and included 

it in the envelope for Gary. He omitted the Marshall memo in whet he gave 

the eeurt(:). I think it would be a good idea if Paul wrote the D; again end 

asked foretbe complete file, including press releases end bri efe, etc. I went 

in writing that there was no press release, en exceptional thing (true also 

when Clerk retreated on Shaw), In these caves they hove a typed stetement'they 
reed, or at least sometimes do, and if he gets a negative answer he might ask 

for that, Let them say Eno" or that they do not have. Tjis is by far the most 

serious blunder they hove made end we must not overlook any pepsibilities, 

In reeding what I have written, I am approaching the end, I so hate. 

to have to write this kind of significant material under time pressure to make 

it available end the emotional sweat of not knowing whether I can ever get it 

published. It makes for not the best writing,. I do not even brave time to out-
line, doing that in my mind as I write, But I think the moat important single 

thing is not my *mai.* but getting the stuff on paper and out. Both are major 

problems. Matt Barron had en ides same months age that I should ask Vince, who 

he said could well effort it, to get me an "editor in residence", a recent btt 
prepared college graduate being a possibility, Vince never did respond. I would 
have provided querters end That goes with it, etc. Lil in typing this from me 

rough draft, reed once. She hes completed about 18,000 words, :which makes me 
feel my estimate of 30,000 is about 100% short of what I have actually written. 

Seems impossible, when I was working in N.O. when I did so much of it: I wish 

I know how I could xerox copieMfor both of you when it ie done, it will then 

be a major task to make changes, but there may be some essential, 

No word from Bud or anyone else as of afterel0 s,m. (got mail at 

P.O. 7;45 this a.m., which I can do when I take 41 to work and can get it 

done before returning to other work),No comments on letterato Vince. Except 

you two, bud, im (through* limn) end Sylvia, I sent no other copies. 

Paul points out my interpretation of bullet wound top head more 

consistent with TSBD shot. Save for whet happened after bullet hit. This 

requires en even more controlled explosion than the existing fiction, It 

narrows the area into which that force was applied too much, I else makes sense 

out of the BURNING of that single fronteskull X-ray. Which might have shown 

front damage. I em nbw reedy to believo anything aboutzs any kind of medico-

legal dirty-work, 

If you both remember my elliptical handling of Vence in COUP, I now 

have confirmation tof my suspicion, that he was actually of SS interest before 

scheduled JFK 11/2/63 Chicago visit. Suggest you think of this terms Bolden. 

Confirmed by chi police during his trial. 1   have duplicating clips from two 

different pepers....My cell to 'ohms= not until 1/22/69. Demo enclosed, I 

have copies Nichols suit for both. Haven't had chenee read yet, or to answer 

his letter...,Took time to get Nichols suit papers. Znclosed. Also Hose-Nilson 

pix for Gary, Kaffke memo to Paul (for Hal). If I find, I'll include other 

things I have for you before mailing, 

Sincerely, 

Herold Weisberg 


